Our mission is clear. At Baxter, we strive to provide products that help clinicians deliver safe, effective care. Baxter’s CLEARLINK System is the outcome of this commitment. Its unique design allows clinicians to visualize the fluid path during flushing and operation.

Seeing is Believing

The CLEARLINK System combines a clear housing with an easy-to-swab surface and a double seal design. The result is a robust system that virtually eliminates needlestick injuries during IV access.

Options at work.

Baxter
Your Clear Connection to

- **Cost Efficiency**
  - Standard set technology reduces set teardown costs.
  - Fewer system components compared to split-septum technology streamlines inventory and purchasing process.

- **Optimized Performance**
  - Large, flat, easy to swab injection surface (capless valve).
  - Robust double seal design provides an effective barrier to microbial ingress.
  - Lipid and blood compatibility increases system flexibility.

- **Enhanced Clinician and Patient Safety**
  - Clear housing allows clinicians to see precipitate or blood should it be present in the valve.
  - Helps facilities meet Needlestick Safety and Prevention Act standards.
  - Polycarbonate and silicone construction contains no latex or DEHP.

### Rigorous Design Testing Supports Patient Care Safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements Tested</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microbial Barrier</td>
<td>Microbial barrier is maintained for up to 200 actuations/flushes over a period of 146 hours.¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluid Leakage, Visual, Air Aspiration</td>
<td>Qualified for up to 100 actuations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Following disinfection with sterile 70 percent alcohol pads. Refer to label copy for specific instructions. Data on file at Baxter.²

Note: While these tests have established the performance levels of the product, the clinician will need to make the determination of how long a CLEARLINK Valve should remain attached to the catheter based on labeling and how frequently it will be accessed.

**See for Yourself**
The dual seal design and clear housing is readily apparent in this cross-section drawing of the CLEARLINK Valve.

**A Broad Portfolio to Meet Your Needs:**
- Catheter Extension Sets
- Vial Adapter
- Solution Sets
- Extension Sets
- BURETROL Sets
- Secondary Medication Sets
- Blood Sets
- Specialty Application Sets
- Nitroglycerin Sets
- IV Filtration Sets
- Stopcocks and Manifold Sets

---

Ordering Information:
Contact your Baxter Medication Delivery Sales Representative or call 1-800-933-0303 for more information.

*Rx only.
For safe and proper use of these devices, please refer to the complete instructions for use.